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Working with our partners in the UK’s
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motorsport cluster, located in and
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a global destination for engineering,
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OFFICES

WORKSHOPS AND STORAGE UNITS

HOT PROPERTIES

Virtual tenancy and serviced office space available now in
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre designed to accommodate
businesses between 1-20 people on flexible terms.

New, flexible accommodation at MEPC Silverstone Park.
Now part of MEPC’s 2.7 million sq ft development.

CONTACT DETAILS

Visit our website for further details.
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Tel: 01327 856000

Visit our website for further details, or contact
James Watson at DTRE on 020 3328 9080.
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Welcome
– Silverstone Park, going
from strength to strength
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Activity at Silverstone Park this summer has
been well and truly turbocharged – in addition
to the neighbouring Silverstone circuit hosting
a successful British Formula 1 Grand Prix.

MEPC SCOOPS MAJOR AWARD
SOCIAL CALENDAR SIZZLES

SUMMER SUCCESS FOR RACING
STEPS FOUNDATION

The GP created a great opportunity for MEPC to meet with
international businesses and consider how their future plans could
be met at Silverstone Park. It was also excellent that Silverstone Park
was able to take centre stage at the Grand Prix Business Expo and
present to so many high-performance technology and motorsport
(HPT&M) businesses based in the region. And in the last few weeks,
due to the successful launch of Silverstone Park this time last year,
MEPC Silverstone Park was awarded a ‘Best Campaign’ prize at the
prestigious Property Marketing Awards.
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Our companies go from strength to strength whether that’s Nissan’s
successful return to the world-famous Le Mans 24 Hours, the Racing
Steps Foundation’s drivers doing so well or Delta expanding into
MEPC’s first new building here. Our latest social event – a barbecue
– attracted a great turn-out but also marked Flybrid founder Jon
Hilton’s imminent move from Torotrak to become President of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. The door is always open for
Jon to be an honorary member of our Innovation Centre to impart
his knowledge and experience to the high-growth businesses based
here – just as Flybrid was eight years ago.
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DESIGN RULE
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ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
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If you would like to find out more please visit our website: 				
www.silverstone-park.com or follow us
Tel: 01327 856000

@SilverstonePark
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Centre stage at UKTI EXPO for MEPC, Silverstone Park

NO PLACE LIKE HOME
FOR ROAD ANGEL

MEPC fully engaged with leading names in the high-performance technology and motorsport (HPT&M) sectors
during the UK Trade & Investment’s ‘Driving Technological Change’ business expo at Silverstone during the
circuit’s Formula 1 Grand Prix week.
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Not only was MEPC the prime sponsor of the
Government department’s event but its Chief
Executive James Dipple and Roz Bird, Commercial
Director for Silverstone Park, shared the stage
with senior figures from companies that included
Google, Mercedes AMG HPP, Cosworth, MAHLE
Powertain, the Motorsports Industry Association,
Williams Advanced Engineering, Prodrive and
Jaguar Land Rover.
Hot topics included advanced engine technology,
intelligent mobility, vehicle electrification and lightweighting plus a panel debate focusing on new
technologies in the UK supply chain and associated
business opportunities.
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For MEPC the expo enable it to update guests
on its high-profile development of Silverstone Park
since launching its vision for the estate at the same
event 12 months ago.
MEPC took over management of Silverstone
Park from Silverstone’s owner the British Racing
Drivers’ Club in September 2013.
With 2.7m sq ft of planning consent across
130 acres of land that surround the F1 circuit,
it is now turning the estate into a leading global
business destination for the HPT&M industries.

Major motor manufacturer Nissan recently
chose to base its Le Mans 24 Hours race
team at Silverstone Park. Leading automotive
engineering consultant Delta Motorsport has
taken advantage of the first speculatively built
development by MEPC on the estate – next to
legendary motorcycle manufacturer Ducati UK’s
headquarters – to help enhance its business.
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Business collaboration pact ‘signed’ at Silverstone Park
Silverstone Park has hosted a significant meeting for
South East Midlands innovation centre and science park
leaders at which they pledged to join forces and play
a leading role in attracting national and international
companies to the region.
The commitment to collaborate was made at an
inaugural event organised by South East Midlands
Local Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP) and held
at Silverstone Park’s iconic Innovation Centre.
Daniel Mouawad, Chief Executive of SEMLEP, said:
“We have 36 phenomenal innovation centres and
science parks in the South East Midlands, an
incredible resource for companies wanting
to invest and grow in our area.

Tel: 01327 856000

“At this meeting leaders from the centres and
parks gathered and agreed to collaborate, pass on
business leads and collectively promote the benefits
of these business hubs, stimulating economic growth
across the South East Midlands. This is an exciting
development for our area.”
Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird added:
“SEMLEP is rightly ambitious to continue to attract
international companies. It therefore makes sense for
the accommodation options to be presented in one
place by SEMLEP so that companies looking to move
to the area appreciate all that the region has to
offer and are compelled to visit in order to review
the many different options.”

Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre clearly also
stood out for SEMLEP as an ideal location to host
such an important and influential meeting.
Kirstin McIntosh, its Business Development Manager
enthused:

Roz Bird generously offered to host
the event at the superb Innovation Centre.
Attendees were most impressed by the
modern facilities so close to the Silverstone
Circuit and Silverstone Park’s ambitious plans
for growth.
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MEPC scoops major marketing award
for Silverstone Park campaign
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MEPC has won ‘Best Marketing Campaign: Mixed Use’ at the
prestigious Property Marketing Awards 2015 for its promotion
of the Silverstone Park business estate.

“By applying a professional approach we have been able to lead a high calibre
team who have worked hard together to produce the proposition, the brand motif
and the inspiring marketing collateral which speaks directly to the cluster of highperformance technology and motorsport companies in our target market.”

The high-profile award, sponsored by Octink, was collected at a glitzy ceremony
in London’s Euston Square – hosted by well-known TV broadcaster and business
correspondent Steph McGovern.

The Property Marketing Awards ceremony is among the most influential of its kind
in Britain.

MEPC took over management of Silverstone Park – the business estate next to the
Silverstone Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit – in September 2013. With 2.7m sq ft of
planning consent over 130 acres of land it is turning the estate into a leading global
business destination for high-performance technology and motorsport (HPT&M)
– a vision that it launched before industry leaders during the Silverstone Business
Expo on the eve of 2014’s British F1 GP.
MEPC Chief Executive James Dipple commented: “MEPC is absolutely delighted
to have won this award for its work marketing Silverstone Park. We have long
recognised marketing as a strategic business tool and an investment rather than
a cost.
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MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at Silverstone Park, added:

I am so pleased that our approach to the marketing of Silverstone
Park has been recognised by the property industry in this way. It was
a pleasure to lead such a professional and creative team and it is thanks
to that team that we have been able to make an excellent start in the
promotion of MEPC Silverstone Park.
Key agencies appointed by MEPC in its marketing of Silverstone Park have included
Impact Creative (creative marketing), HMA (web design/online marketing), Global
(video media), Marketmakers (telemarketing), Kirsty Edmonds (photography) and
CMC Media (PR).
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Social Calendar sizzles in summer sun
Networking over coffee or a bacon butty, pilates sessions, lunchtime walks,
five-a-side football, barbecues in the sun, quiz nights, problem-solving over
a senior team lunch… MEPC’s social calendar for staff who work at the
60 or more high-performance technology and motorsport companies
on its Silverstone Park business estate is truly in full flow in 2015.
Most recently a barbecue – on Silverstone
University Technology College’s (UTC) smart
terrace that overlooks the Silverstone Grand
Prix circuit – drew more than 250 employees
from companies based on site. The event was
made even more attractive by the sounds of
exotic racing cars preparing for the weekend’s
Silverstone Classic (the world’s biggest classic
motor racing event).

These events are hugely important
to us as they shape part of what we want
Silverstone Park to be all about – a great
place for companies to motivate their staff
as well as attract new employees of the
highest calibre possible.
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director for
Silverstone Park.

Tel: 01327 856000

“It’s all about maintaining a healthy community
spirit which we have worked hard to build over
the past 18 months. Each of our activities are
very popular with employees here as we allow
our companies to plan events and play a big
role on the social committee.
“They are open to every company at Silverstone
Park as well as their clients and customers
and, as well being fun and allowing people
to let down their hair, provide some excellent
networking and potential B2B opportunities.
Date for the diary:
Friday 25 September
Macmillan Coffee Morning
Silverstone Park Innovation Centre
(In aid of Macmillan Cancer Support)

Summer success for
Racing Steps Foundation
It’s been a case of win, win, win for Silverstone Park based company
the Racing Steps Foundation this summer with two of the rising star
racing drivers it manages achieving very high-profile victories.
Jack Harvey won his race at one of the world’s biggest sporting
events – the Indianapolis 500 in America. He triumphed in the Indy
Lights race that supported the fixture (headlined by the senior Indycar
category) to go top of the category’s points table.
Meanwhile Oliver Rowland has won four of the European-based
Formula Renault 3.5 single-seater championship’s nine races
to date in 2015.
He leads the FR 3.5 standings convincingly ahead of the category’s
next two races which take place just yards from RSF’s offices – on the
Silverstone Grand Prix Circuit – on the weekend of 5-6 September.
Prior to that another of RSF’s young chargers, John McPhee, will
be in race action at Silverstone – in the Moto3 class that support’s
Silverstone’s British MotoGP weekend (28-30 August).
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Nissan bases world
endurance race team
at Silverstone Park
Automotive giant Nissan has chosen to base its FIA World
Endurance Championship racing team in new workshops
at Silverstone Park – and has immediately tasted success
in the world-famous Le Mans 24 Hours event.
Nissan already has ties with Silverstone
Park, which under MEPC management
is being developed into a worldleading business estate for the
high-performance technology and
motorsport (HPT&M) industries.
The global headquarters of Nissan’s GT
Academy – a global driver discovery
and development programme run
jointly by Nissan and Sony, via its
racing game phenomenon Gran
Turismo – is based in the Silverstone
Park Innovation Centre.
Since the spring, though, the
Nissan NISMO LMP1 racing team
has fitted out its new European
base at Silverstone Park – a 10,500
sq ft industrial unit at the estate’s
Buckingham Road complex of
workshops – from where it has
fettled three Nissan GT-R LM NISMO
to compete in the WEC’s top LM P1
category.
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The cars are innovative because their
engines are in the front while all of
Nissan’s rivals in the top LM P1 class –
Porsche, Audi and Toyota – run with
traditional rear-mounted engines.
June’s Le Mans 24 Hours race marked
the competition debut for the GT-R
LM NISMOs. Ultimately the number 23
car – driven by Britons Alex Buncombe
and Harry Tincknell and Germany’s
Michael Krumm – crossed the finish
line to successfully complete one of
global motorsport’s most difficult
feats in engineering and endurance.
In doing so Nissan became one of
only a small number of manufacturers
to complete Le Mans at their first
attempt with an all-new car.
Truly proud of his team’s achievement,
Nissan’s Global Motorsport boss
Darren Cox commented: “Our LMP1
programme is a truly global effort,
sourcing expertise and suppliers from
all over the world.

“After completing all of our preseason testing in the US we required
a European base to operate from
for this portion of the WEC season.
Silverstone Park fits the bill for a
number of reasons. The workshop
spec met our requirements and as
Silverstone is already a ‘home’ to
Nissan – because of GT Academy
and the success we have had in
our other racing programmes at
Silverstone’s Grand Prix Circuit – it
was a straightforward decision for
us.”MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial
Director for Silverstone Park,
commented: “We very much welcome
Nissan and its LMP1 race team. It is
of course very exciting that they have
chosen to base themselves here.
“It also means another great HPT&M
name has joined the Silverstone Park
tenant roster with our Buckingham
Road units in particular having attracted
some terrific leading edge companies
since MEPC acquired them last year.

“Of the original 82,500 sq ft available
we now have just 28,000 sq ft left
at Buckingham Road, with a further
7,000 sq ft unit now available
following the completion of MEPC’s
first new building at Silverstone Park
next to Ducati UK’s headquarters.”

It also means another great
HPT&M name has joined the
Silverstone Park tenant roster
with our Buckingham Road units
in particular having attracted
some terrific leading edge
companies since MEPC acquired
them last year.
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Manufacturer award to raise Danielson’s overseas profile

NO PLACE LIKE HOME
FOR ROAD ANGEL

Man machine interface specialist Danielson (UK) says it will use its Buckinghamshire Manufacturer of the Year Award
– sponsored by Silverstone Park – to promote its business in Europe.
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The Aylesbury company is a leader in
the high tech world of MMIs – such as
membrane and capacitive switches plus
touchscreens – and collected its trophy
from MEPC’s Roz Bird (Commercial
Director at Silverstone Park) at the recent
Buckinghamshire Business Awards
ceremony.
Danielson also won the ‘Best In
Aylesbury Vale District’ award after
being proposed by Silverstone Park – the
business estate next to the Silverstone
Formula 1 circuit which, under MEPC
management, is being developed into a
leading global business destination for
the high-performance technology and
motorsport (HPT&M) industries.

Tel: 01327 856000

Half of the estate, which has 2.7m
sq ft of planning consent, sits within
Buckinghamshire.
Danielson’s Commercial Manager Andy
Stevens commented:

For us to have been presented
with the prestigious local award
for manufacturing by Roz Bird,
Commercial Director at Silverstone
Park is a particularly symbolic
endorsement. We fully acknowledge
our shared values and aspirations
which are based on innovation
and high-performance technology.

He added: “We propose to make use of
this recognition in Buckinghamshire to
promote our business more extensively
throughout the UK and Europe.”
Roz Bird said: “The judges had a very
difficult task in selecting a winner but
many congratulations to Danielson
– they ticked all the boxes when it
came to criteria such as an innovative
approach to manufacturing, products
and marketing plus training for staff.
“Consider as well that their products are
used in many different industries from
Formula 1 to medical devices in intensive
care units. Each one is a bespoke design

to meet the demands of those industries
which shows a great understanding of
their clients’ needs.”
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Delta Motorsport moves
into first MEPC building
at Silverstone Park
Leading automotive engineering consultancy Delta Motorsport
says moving into new premises at Silverstone Park – the first
building constructed on the business estate by developer MEPC
– has had an immediate positive effect on its workforce.
Delta has moved into 8,000 sq ft of a 15,000 sq ft ‘speculative development’
industrial unit which joins onto legendary motorcycle manufacturer Ducati’s
UK headquarters. The building has taken just over six months to complete
with Northants company Warwick Burt appointed by MEPC to undertake its
construction.
Delta had been based in workshops close by on the estate but a growth in its
staff numbers meant it was on the look-out for a bigger base with bespoke
specifications as its work in the clean energy sector and automotive industry
expands. Delta was also fortunate to receive support for the expansion from
Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership though the High Performance
Technology Investment Programme.

MEPC WELCOMES INTERNATIONAL
GUESTS TO SILVERSTONE PARK

Managing Director Simon Dowson commented: “The fact that we had been
involved with the detailing of the building all the way through meant the relocation
was very easy. We were able to un-plug from one place and plug in at the new one.

MEET MOTORSPORT’S
‘MATCH MAKERS’

“The new premises are already having a positive effect – the natural lighting
makes it a very pleasant working environment for staff and customers.

FLYBRID FOUNDER APPOINTED
PRESIDENT OF IMECHE

“We have a great soundtrack option through our windows; it could be race cars,
bikes, birds singing or the energy of a race fan crowd. Then I close the window
and silence – not sure I would want anything else.”
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He also praised the way MEPC had overseen the new building which sits next
to Silverstone’s Formula 1 circuit. Its remaining 7,000 sq ft of space is currently
attracting interest from companies in high-performance technology and
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motorsport (HPT&M). MEPC has planning consent for 2.7m sq ft across
130 acres of land to develop Silverstone Park into a leading global business
destination for HPT&M companies.
Dowson added: “MEPC have been as flexible as they could be with us. Although
they are the landlord it has very much been a partnership during the build and
relocation. It’s great that our specification gives MEPC a show piece of the future
buildings they intend to produce.
“It is also great that we now have a facility that matches our engineering
standards and we intend to make the most of it.

Nick (Carpenter, Delta’s co-owner) and I have always believed
that Silverstone Park is the right environment for Delta. MEPC taking
on the site has solidified our beliefs and will help our business grow.
Knowing that there is support on site and I can walk over and have
a face to face discussion with people that will make things happen
is something you don’t normally have as a tenant.
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Leading road safety and vehicle security
name Road Angel says research it has
conducted at Silverstone will help shape
its nationwide strategy as it seeks to
significantly increase its brand awareness
among women.
The Silverstone Park-based company’s
cutting edge technology is used all
across the UK by motorists to stay safer
on the roads and to aid recovery of
stolen vehicles.
But as the company’s Operations
Manager Jodie Whitlock-Pritchard
explained: “Our demographic to date has
mainly been middle aged men so we are
looking to branch out into different areas
– particularly the female market.
“It is a huge marketplace and you
have to begin somewhere with your
market research. Silverstone, right on
our doorstep, seemed an obvious place
to start and we’ve conducted market
research focus groups with women who
work for Silverstone Circuit and also
with female students at the University
Technology College here at Silverstone
Park.”
Road Angel clearly believes the market
research exercise has been worthwhile.
Whitlock-Pritchard added: “The
feedback has been really good. We’ve
never done this sort of research off our
own back before and have found the
results to be very interesting.
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“We’ve been able to chat with older
women, younger women, women who
love driving, who hate it, who simply
like their cars, who only use their cars
for work, who use them for everything,
who’ve just passed their test, women
in full-time or part-time work or mums
who use their cars to get the kids
about… a real cross-section.”
That feedback has already been drafted
into a report for Road Angel to examine
further and some of it is likely to
influence the company’s next move.
“Our new safety/accident camera ‘Halo’
is probably the best quality one available
on the market in terms of build and
pricing and the women we have chatted
with all loved it,” continued WhitlockPritchard.
“We’ve quickly turned the feedback into
documents and we have eight actions
in particular that we’ll look at in terms
of insights that might enable us to add
to an existing product, particularly in
terms of marketing.”

Silverstone Park relocation
“immediately worth it”
for Design Rule
Design Rule, a trusted and
leading partner of Europe’s
second largest software vendor
Dassault Systèmes, says relocating to high-performance
technology and motorsport
(HPT&M) business estate
Silverstone Park has been
“immediately worth it”.
The company was formed in 1994
but for some years had becoming
increasingly disenchanted with
its location in Northampton. Cue
the decision to move offices to
Silverstone Park in May.
“We were not trending in the right
direction, shall we say!”
says Managing Director Bob Hillier.
“We did look at other premises
in Northampton but decided we
needed to take that extra leap and
Silverstone Park was the obvious
choice. We pay that bit more to
be here but it’s immediately been
worth it.”
There are two key reasons – both
of which are central to Silverstone
Park developer MEPC’s aspirations

for the estate. Hillier explains:
“Firstly it’s a much, much better
place for everyone to work – at
the Innovation Centre there’s a real
sense of community, whether that’s
being surrounded by lots of fellow
professionals or the social activities
that MEPC runs for companies and
their staff here. It’s something we
just didn’t have before.
“Secondly it’s a much, much better
place for us to bring customers.
It’s so obvious. We were at a
customer’s premises talking to them
about the next stages of their data
management system and mentioned
we’d re-located to Silverstone.
Everyone’s eyes lit up and all they
wanted to know was ‘when are you
running a training course!?’”
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MEPC welcomes international guests
to Silverstone Park during F1 week
MEPC’s influential presence at Silverstone during
British Formula 1 Grand Prix included hosting
senior business figures from the high-performance
technology and motorsport (HPT&M) sectors from
around the world at its Silverstone Park estate.

MEPC’s Chief Executive James Dipple and Roz Bird,
Commercial Director at Silverstone Park explained
MEPC’s ambition to develop out over 2m sq ft
of planning consent on 130 acres of land that
surrounds Silverstone’s F1 circuit.

Roz Bird commented: “We were delighted to host
such prestigious guests, to learn about their interests
in the HPT&M sector in Britain and to talk about
opportunities for them to benefit from an association
with Silverstone Park.

Delegates representing SMEs and large corporations
from mainland Europe, Australia and China – each
involved in using latest technologies in engineering,
R&D and high volume manufacturing – were given
an insight into MEPC’s vision to develop Silverstone
Park into a global business destination for HPT&M.

The delegates, guests of UK Trade & Investment
and Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership,
also heard from thriving Silverstone Park companies
Delta Motorsport and EDM Precision Technologies –
both have recently grown and moved into newer,
larger premises on the estate.

It is clear that wherever companies are
in the world they all recognise the value of
the name Silverstone as a place of technical
excellence which is a profile raising address.

Tel: 01327 856000
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Motorsport is full of romance and that doesn’t just apply to the
unpredictability and action on the track but also the work that goes
into making it all happen – particularly when you can land the right
job in it, which is where new niche recruitment consultancy Anderson
Gothard comes in.
After a year building their infrastructure,
founders Charlotte Anderson and Neil
Gothard have joined an increasing
number of entrepreneurial SMEs to move
their company into Silverstone Park’s
Innovation Centre.
Their respective backgrounds make
Anderson Gothard very probably unique
in the industry – Charlotte hails from
a motorsport background (her father
Gary famously designed the Jordan
Formula 1 team’s cars in the Nineties)
while Neil brings vast experience from
the training and recruitment sector.
And as Neil points out: “We’ve decided
to specialise solely in motorsport and
that immediately makes us unique as
a recruiter. What we offer is a full life
cycle of employment from training and
apprenticeship right through to someone
finding the right job and career. It’s
something I’ve not seen offered in
other areas and that is painful.”
As Charlotte adds: “This enables us to
really treat each client as an individual
case, whether an employer or someone
looking for the right work.
“It is something I felt strongly about
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when we set up – to make sure we
offer that personal touch and that
people aren’t just a number on a file
or a piece of paper. We really knuckle
down and seriously take a proper look
at who is going to be suited to
a position and vice versa.”
That belief comes from Charlotte’s
motorsport background which included
working in F1 for a decade. She says:
“If someone comes to us and says, for
example, ‘I’m an expert in hydraulics’
then I know exactly what that means…
I’ve seen every role possible.
“Engineers, designers, mechanics,
hydraulics, physios, marketing, events –
we cover the full spectrum for clients.”
While Charlotte’s background enables
her to work on the commercial side,
Neil has been busy putting into place
practices that can help a candidate
strengthen their chances of landing
that sought-after job in motorsport.
He explains: “It’s clear that motorsport
is not just a ‘nine-til-five’ business so
people don’t have a lot of time to sit
down and put together a good CV,

for example. We will help with that
and, similarly, with developing their
interview techniques and helping them
to bring out more of themselves.

“These alone give us a USP, as does
having someone with Charlotte’s
background and knowledge within
the sport.”
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Flybrid founder
appointed President
of IMechE
Eighteen months after selling his Silverstone Park
business Flybrid to Torotrak plc for £26 million,
Jon Hilton has stepped down from his role as the
group’s Sales & Product Development Director.
Jon will continue as a Non-Executive Director and
consultant to Torotrak – still closely involved with
supporting commercialisation of its products – while
also becoming President of the highly influential
Institution of Mechanical Engineers and its
112,000-strong membership.
That is in addition to his role as Chairman of the
Formula Student Organising Committee.
Jon (pictured centre) and business partner Doug Cross
formed Flybrid in Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre in
2007 having previously overseen Renault’s title-winning
engines in F1. From four people the company expanded
into bigger premises on the estate as its pioneering
high speed flywheel based kinetic energy recovery
system (KERS) technology won it contracts with Volvo,
Jaguar, Wrightbus and JCB.

Tel: 01327 856000

Anderson Gothard has become one of
an increasing number of companies to
locate to Silverstone Park’s Innovation
Centre and, for any enterprise looking
to develop, there is obvious appeal.
Charlotte says:

Everyone now knows where
we are, we’re more accessible for
clients and potential clients to visit
us and there’s a lot of networking
to be done.
“Being at the address of motorsport
in the UK means we can link in a lot
better to the sport in general.

Hot properties
A range of accommodation is currently available TO LET at
Silverstone Park, ranging from small flexible office units in our
Innovation Centre to industrial/workshop units from 2,000 sq ft.
Please visit www.silverstone-park.com/availability for the full list of
options or contact Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird
or DTRE’s James Watson direct for more information (see their
details on the contact details page).
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CURRENT OCCUPIERS:
Helen Kensett
Facilities Manager
Tel: 01327 856000

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:
Roz Bird
Commercial Director
Tel: 01327 856000

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:
Carl McKellar
Silverstone Park Press Officer
Mob: 07786 138 905

MEPC Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,
Towcester NN12 8GX

James Watson
Dowley Turner Real Estate
Tel: 020 3328 9080

@SilverstonePark

Tel: 01327 856000

